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	2017 New Exams: MB2-716 Dumps with VCE and PDF Released Today!Free Instant Download MB2-716 PDF and MB2-716

VCE from www.Braindump2go.com Today! 100% Real Exam Questions! 100% Exam Pass Guaranteed! 1.|2017 New Version

MB2-716 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 105Q&As Download:http://www.braindump2go.com/mb2-716.html 2.|2017 New Version

MB2-716 Exam Questions & Answers Download:

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B75b5xYLjSSNYnFEdEtFMUNFRVE?usp=sharing  QUESTION 71You create a custom

field and set the requirement level to Business Required. For which scenarios is the requirement level enforced? A.    A user creates

a record through the web interface but the required field is not on the current form.B.    A user creates a record by using one of the

mobile clients.C.    A developer creates a record by using custom code.D.    A user creates a record by using the data import

functionality. Answer: C QUESTION 72You are creating a field for a form. You need to ensure that users can Which data type

should you A.    regardingB.    customerC.    lookupD.    option set Answer: B QUESTION 73You configure a 1:N relationship

between two entities and set the cascade rule for deletion to Referential. What effect does deleting the parent record have on any

child records? A.    The child records remain but the link to the parent record is removed.B.    The parent record cannot be deleted

until all of the child records are first deleted.C.    The child records are deleted and the link to the parent record shows as deleted.D.  

 The child records are deleted along with the parent record. Answer: D QUESTION 74What is the character limit for a Single Line

of Text field? A.    1,000B.    2,000C.    4,000D.    10,000 Answer: C QUESTION 75You need to create a custom entity to host

records that are owned by salespeople in the Which entity type should you use? A.    Access TeamB.    OrganizationC.    User or

TeamD.    Owner Answer: D QUESTION 76You enable status reason transitions for the case entity. You cannot reactivate a case

due to an issue with the current status reason.You need to correct the issue.What should you do? A.    Using status reason transitions,

ensure that all active status reason options have at least one value.B.    Using status reason transitions, add a new active status reason

to the current status reason for the case.C.    Using status reason transitions, ensure that all inactive status reason options have at least

one value.D.    Using status reason transitions, add a new inactive status reason to the current status reason for the case. Answer: A

QUESTION 77For which of the following scenarios can you delete an entity? A.    The entity is custom and uses a system*defined

global option set.B.    The entity is part of a managed solution and no other items are dependent upon the entity.C.    The entity is

part of an unmanaged solution and another unmanaged entity has a lookup field toD.    The entity is system defined and no other

items are dependent upon the entity. Answer: B QUESTION 78You need to enable auditing for the account entity.Which two

actions should you perform? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. A.    Start auditing.B.    Enable change tracking.C.   

Enable auditing for common entities.D.    Enable auditing for user access. Answer: AC QUESTION 79You added a custom field to

the Account entity. The field type is single line of text. You set a 500 character limit.You need to add the field as a column on the

Active Accounts view. What is the maximum width in pixels (px) that you can specify for this column? A.    200pxB.    500pxC.   

300pxD.    1,000px Answer: D QUESTION 80Which component can you add to a solution? A.    GoalsB.    QueuesC.    SubjectsD.  

 Processes Answer: B  !!!RECOMMEND!!! 1.|2017 New Version MB2-716 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 105Q&As Download:

http://www.braindump2go.com/mb2-716.html 2.|2017 New Version MB2-716 Study Guide Video: YouTube Video: 

YouTube.com/watch?v=D28H_RYvppw
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